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Abstract: The presented paper deals with a mutual comparison of the roughness of the sanded radial
surface after an eccentric and a belt sander. The beech wood (Fagus sylvatica L.) was sanded with an
eccentric sander ETS 125 REQ-PLUS and a belt sander BS-75 E-set from Festool with the grit sizes
P40, P60, P80, P100, P120 and P150. The evaluation of the roughness parameters Ra, Rp, Rv, Rz, and
Rt was carried out using a digital microscope with a 2.5 mm L-filter and an 8 µm S-filter under the
conditions of the technical standard STN EN ISO 21920. The measured results were supported using
microscopic analysis of the surface topography especially for surfaces with very high roughness. The
experiment shows a lower surface roughness of beech wood sanded with an eccentric sander. The
sander created a surface with smaller grooves, removed more protruding fibers and created a more
homogeneous surface suitable for subsequent surface treatment.

Keywords: surface roughness; beech wood; eccentric sander; belt sander; digital microscope

1. Introduction

Sanding, as the final woodworking operation, is one of the most important in the
process of manufacturing wooden products. The aim of sanding is to achieve a surface of
the desired quality, which in most cases is expressed by roughness parameters. Sanding has
a significant impact on the process of surface treatment [1–4] or gluing [5–10]. In the field
of roughness of the surface, most authors focus on the statistical significance of the effect of
grit size [11–13]—the effect of coarser, medium, fine, and very fine grits. The purpose of
coarser grits in practice is to remove significant surface irregularities, while smaller grits
are involved in the resulting smoothing of the surface, the removal of protruding fibers and
the overall preparation of the surface for surface treatment. Currently, most authors deal
with the sanding of wood and wood materials with a belt sander [14–18]. Because of this
reason, there is a lack of information about the quality of the created surface after sanding
with other technologies: for example, an eccentric sander. The eccentric sander as a manual
electric sanding tool is currently widely used for sanding grown wood or the intermediate
sanding of surface treatments. It is often used for the final smoothing of the wood surface
as the next step after the wide belt sander, which primarily removes unevenness with a
lower grit size and equalizes the thickness of the workpieces. An eccentric sander combines
two types of movements—rotational movement of the sanding pad (and therefore also the
abrasive) and vibrational movement. At the same time, the vibration values of the sanding
pad are proposed differently, depending on the resulting surface quality to be achieved.
From a theoretical point of view, the technology of eccentric rotation of the sanding pad
causes a significant improvement in surface quality compared to a belt sander [19].

Some of the studies in the field of wood sanding evaluate the effects of the grit size on
the surface roughness only through the parameter Ra, which is considered as the basis [1,20].
This is also why there is currently a lack of more detailed analyses that define the surface
through several R-parameters [13]. The inclusion of other parameters in the measurement
is very essential because each parameter defines inequality in a different way.
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1.1. The New ISO 21920 Technical Standard

In recent years, the measurement of surface roughness has mainly been carried out
in accordance with previous technical standards [21–23]. This led to the use of names for
individual parameters of irregularities and procedures for their measurement. However,
the original standard was replaced in Europe by a new series of ISO 21920 standards
in 2021 [24,25]. The biggest changes in the newly issued document include changing
the names of individual parameters, harmonizing terms with the areal surface texture
standards series and a change in the process of evaluating surface unevenness.

For the individual parameters of roughness, waviness and primary profile, their names
were shortened. The most important parameters can be mentioned: Ra (Arithmetic mean
height), Rq (Root mean square height), Rsk (Skewness), Rku (Kurtosis), Rt (Total height), Rk
(Core height), Rvk (Reduced pit depth), Rpk (Reduced peak height), Rv (Mean pit depth),
Rp (Mean peak height), Rz (Maximum height), Rsm (Mean profile element spacing) and Rc
(Mean profile element height) [23]. The same names as for the roughness parameters are
also for the waviness parameters (W) and the primary profile parameters (P), which will
be marked with the corresponding index. From the parameters evaluated on the section
length, the standard defines Rpt, Rp, Rvt, Rv and Rz. All other parameters, including Ra,
are defined in the new standard on the evaluation length [24].

A more detailed designation of the protrusions and depressions of the profile can be
considered a harmonization of terms with the areal surface texture standard series. Figure 1
indicates the protrusion of the profile that is referred to as a ‘hill’ with the highest point
marked as a peak. The depression of the profile, on the other hand, is marked as a ‘dale’
with the deepest point marked as a ‘pit’.
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Figure 1. Parts of the hills and dales of the measured surface.

The most important change in the ISO 21920 series [24,25] of standards is the change
in the measurement methodology. Compared to the previous standard, the surface is no
longer divided into periodic and non-periodic, but it introduces a uniform measurement
methodology for all types of profiles. The technical standard contains a table with the
basic parameters Ra, Rz, Rp, Rv, Rq, Rzx and Rt, which represent the estimated parameters.
In the first measurement step, the estimated parameter should be identified, which will
characterize the measured surface (for example, Ra). Subsequently, an estimate of this
parameter should be made by visual inspection, surface roughness comparison of the
sample blocks, or analysis of the measured primary profile. The resulting value is compared
with the range of values for the given parameter, and if it is inside this interval, the values
for the L-filter, S-filter, and evaluation length as well as other important measurement
parameters that must be followed [25].
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1.2. Aims of the Presented Paper

The paper deals with the complex research of surface roughness created after sanding.
Beech wood was chosen because it is often used for the production of chairs, rocking chairs,
table legs or railings in the furniture industry or handles for wooden tools. Bent furniture
parts are often made from beech wood, which are complicated in shape and therefore
difficult to sand. For this reason, in many cases, they require manual sanding. This is
exactly what manual eccentric sanders are for. In recent years, developers have focused
on eccentric sanding technology, which is very effective—especially when used on curved
surfaces. Manual eccentric sanding can also be encountered in the production of luxury
furniture, where the emphasis is placed on the high smoothness of the final surface. From
all the mentioned uses, it is therefore possible to deduce the ever-increasing use of eccentric
sanders in the woodworking industry. Despite this, however, there are still very few papers
in the field of wood science that would quantify the surface created by sanding with an
eccentric sander and objectively describe the advantages of these sanders.

The aim of the presented paper is therefore to compare the two most commonly used
sanding technologies—belt and eccentric sanders—and to quantify their interaction with
the surface of beech wood. The priority of the experiment will be to clearly determine
which of the two investigated technologies creates a surface with a higher quality (de-
fined by roughness parameters). The measurement of the individual R-parameters of
roughness—Ra, Rp, Rv, Rz and Rt—will be supported by a microscopic analysis with the
help of which the dominant irregularities on the created surface will be defined. The
sanded surface will also be compared with the surface after milling on the thicknessing
milling machine. Likewise, a regression model with a regression equation will be created
for sanding with a belt sander and an eccentric sander with the aim of mathematically
predicting the change in individual R-parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of Samples

Beech boards (Fagus sylvatica L.) were used to produce samples with dimensions of
12 mm × 70 mm × 70 mm (thickness × width × length). All tested samples had a radial
texture. For the purposes of the experiment, the dimensions were designed so that the
samples could be placed in the designed laboratory sanding stand. The samples with a
radial surface reached a moisture content of 8% ± 2% after acclimatization. This value was
chosen as the equilibrium moisture content of wood in the interior, i.e., in the conditions of
furniture production as well as in the conditions of furniture use (household).

Before sawing, the boards were first milled using a planer and then equalized in
thickness using a thicknessing milling machine with a spiral cutter head. Out of 56 sawn
samples, 8 samples were used as a reference milled surface. These samples were not sanded
with any of the mentioned technologies. The rest were divided into two groups—the first
group was sanded using an eccentric sander, and the second group was sanded using a
belt sander. For six different grit sizes of abrasives, 4 samples were selected in each group.

2.2. Sanding of Samples

A special laboratory sanding stand (structurally adapted to clamp Festool sanders) was
used for sanding the samples (Figure 2). The stand is made of a massive steel construction,
which with its weight helps dampen vibrations during sanding. The main part of the stand
is a clamping steel frame, into which the samples are clamped by means of screws so that
they do not come loose during sanding. The frame is welded with a shaft that moves on
bearings. The movement of the frame against the abrasive with a constant 1951 N pressure
force (calculated from the mass of the weight) is ensured by a suspended weight that acts
on the shaft via a steel wire. The gradual movement of the shaft (together with the clamping
frame with the sample) during sanding indicates the size of the sanded layer of material,
which is detected by a digital deviation meter. In this case, the sanded layer was 0.5 mm.
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The sanding time of 0.5 mm depended on the hardness of the sample and the grit size of
the sanding belt or disc.
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3—Steel wire, 4—Steel frame fixed with construction of stand, 5—Clamping steel frame with screws,
6—Digital deviation meter, 7—Wood sample, 8—Weight, 9—Eccentric paper, 10—Belt sander).

Sanding discs and sanding belts P40, P60, P80, P100, P120 and P150 were used for
sanding with a Festool ETS 125 REQ-PLUS (Festool Group GmbH & Co. KG, Wendlingen,
Germany) eccentric sander with a sanding stroke of 2 mm, a disc revolution number
of 9000 rpm and a Festool BS-75 E-Set (Festool Group GmbH & Co. KG, Wendlingen,
Germany) belt sander with a belt speed of 290 m·min−1. Selected sanding belts from
Festool had dimensions of 533 × 75 mm and sanding discs had a diameter of 125 mm.
Both sanders were abrasives of the Rubin 2 (Festool Group GmbH & Co. KG, Wendlingen,
Germany) type. The abrasive in this case is ground aluminum oxide (corundum). The
backing is paper with velour and the bonds consist of a two-layer heat-resistant synthetic
resin that prevents premature damaging of the abrasives. Before starting the measurement,
all samples were cleaned using an air blow gun so that residual dust after sanding does not
affect the surface scanning process and the subsequent evaluation of individual parameters.
The sanding of beech wood with a belt sander was carried out in the direction parallel to
the grain. The direction of sanding perpendicular to the grain was not investigated, as it
leaves very distinct, visible traces of sanding abrasive on the surface, which is unacceptable
in sanding practice.

2.3. Microscopic Analysis

For the purposes of microscopic analysis, a Keyence VHX-7000 digital microscope
(Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) was used, the construction and working principle of
which is described in more detail in the Section 4. The microscopic analysis was focused on
the research of the kinematic path of the abrasive and its effect on the surface of the wood.
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2.4. Roughness Measurement

Surface roughness was measured in accordance with the newly published series of
technical standards STN EN ISO 21920 (2022) [24,25]. The authors defined the interaction
of both types of sanders with the surface of beech samples by changing the quality of
the surface after sanding. They expressed the quality itself by measuring the roughness
parameters Ra (arithmetic mean height), Rp (mean peak height), Rv (mean pit depth), Rz
(maximum height) and Rt (total height). For measuring the roughness, the L-filter (λc)
value of 2.5 mm and S-filter (λs) value of 8 µm were chosen. The evaluation length was
12.5 mm, and the total scanned length was 17.5 mm. On each sample, 30 profile traces
were measured in the direction perpendicular to the grain and 30 were measured in the
direction parallel to the grain. The goal of a higher number of profile traces is to capture
critical values of surface irregularities. Individual profile traces were evenly distributed
on the sample. This procedure makes it possible to better define the surface in terms of
the heterogeneity of wood as a material (the methodology makes it possible to monitor
the change in roughness in individual anatomical directions or in individual machining
directions). For the purposes of this paper, the R-parameter values from 30 profile traces
were averaged using the arithmetic mean.

A Keyence VHX-7000 digital microscope (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) was
used as an optical measurement method to measure the surface roughness. The main part
of the digital microscope is the VHX-7020 (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) camera
connected to the VH-Z100R (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) wide-range zoom lens
with magnification from 100× to 1000×. The digital image is created by a CMOS image
sensor. Both the camera and the wide-range zoom lens are connected to the free-angle
observation stand VHX-S650E (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) using a motorized
stand VHX-S700F (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) used to move the lens in the Z axis
and measure the height of individual surface irregularities. The digital microscope then
calculates the three-dimensional depth by defocusing the two-dimensional image using
the software tool Depth from Defocus (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan). As the lens
moves along the Z-axis closer to the observed object, the focus level of its individual parts
changes. From a topographical point of view, the highest points of an object come into
focus first, while the lowest points come into focus last. Simultaneously, the microscope
records the height position of the individual focal planes and then creates the resulting 3D
image from them. The VHX-H5M software (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan) is used in
the microscope to measure the primary profile, roughness, and waviness (Figure 3). The
software allows observing the topography of the surface in 3D and the shape of the profile
trace. An 18 × 18 mm (2880 × 2160 px) image was created for roughness measurement
using the 3D image stitching software tool (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan). The two
motorized X and Y axes of the eucentric XYθ stage enable accurate image stitching.

2.5. Regression Model

The STATISTICA 12 (StatSoft, Tulsa, Oklahoma) program was used to create the
regression model. The regression equation was calculated for all measured R-parameters
with the aim of finding the most suitable parameter, i.e., the one with the highest value of
the coefficient of determination. Regression models were calculated simultaneously for the
direction perpendicular to the grain and the direction parallel to the grain as well as for
both sanding technologies.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Comparison of Samples

Sanding, as a type of woodworking, is carried out to achieve a certain quality. The
second important aim is to achieve the aesthetics of the surface. By sanding, it means the
removal of characteristic scratches that are created after other woodworking operations or
after the action of abrasives. Before microscopic analysis, the samples sanded with the P40
grit size were compared with the naked eye. With the belt sander, the surface of the beech
wood was visibly more scratched (damaged) than the surface after the eccentric sander.
This required longer sanding time at subsequent grit sizes where deep grooves needed to
be removed.

3.2. Microscopic Analysis

Microscopic analysis has proven to be an essential tool for surface roughness research.
The analysis (Figure 4) visualizes the fuzziness of the surface caused by protruding fibers as
well as profile dales caused by the kinematic trace of the sanding belt or disc. Microscopic
analysis showed a difference in the surfaces produced by eccentric and belt sanders. A
different kinematic trace of sanding can be observed on Figure 4. Surfaces sanded with a
grit size of P40 were chosen, where the traces were most pronounced (surfaces with high
values of irregularities). Traces are created due to the action of abrasives from aluminum
oxide, which are harder than the surface of beech wood. With a sanding disc on an eccentric
sander, the tracks have a cycloidal shape and are unevenly distributed on the surface of
the wood. The shape is caused by the rotation of the abrasives around the central axis of
the disc and synchronously by the movement of the sander itself to the sides. With a belt
sander, the abrasive leaves deep traces (grooves), significantly increasing the irregularities
of the surface. The depth and distribution of the grooves are caused by the uneven removal
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of material across the width of the sanding belt and are directly related to the difference in
density and hardness of earlywood and latewood. Simultaneously, the traces are oriented
according to the direction of sanding and therefore most often in the direction of the grain.
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Figure 4 also shows that although the surface is sanded with an abrasive of the same
grit size (P40), the surface sanded with an eccentric sander shows smaller irregularities.
The reason is eccentric rotation as a combination of vibrational and rotational movement
of the abrasive. It significantly reduced the fuzziness of the surface compared to the belt
sander and made the surface smoother.

On the other hand, from Figure 5, the interaction of the sanding disc and the sanding
belt with the earlywood and latewood is clearly visible. From the results, it is possible to
claim that the surface topography analysis of the irregularities is suitable for evaluating the
impact of the sanding tool on the anatomical structure of the wood. Microscopic analysis
through surface topography also proved that a sanding stroke of 2 mm with an eccentric
sander produces a higher quality surface. The use of an eccentric sander with P40 caused
lower surface roughness than P40 when using a belt sander. The analysis therefore shows
that the function of eccentric rotation more effectively separates the sanded protruding
fibers from the surface.

3.3. Measurement of Surface Roughness

Before statistical evaluation using STATISTICA 12 (StatSoft, Tulsa, Oklahoma) software,
the outliers for individual grit sizes were removed from the data set of Ra, Rp, Rv, Rz and Rt
measurements, and the missing data were measured. In the first step, the input data matrix
was evaluated by methods of descriptive statistics. From the results of the 3360 values in
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Table 1, it is possible to observe the standard deviation of the measurement for individual
R-parameters and individual measurement directions.
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The standard deviation of the measurement is a suitable indicator of the heterogeneous
nature of the measured sanded surface. Its higher value points to an uneven distribution of
roughness in the measured directions. Table 1 shows the following:

1. In the direction perpendicular to the grain, the standard deviation is higher and is
mainly caused by differences in the heights of earlywood and latewood irregular-
ities within the individual measurement traces. This trend was confirmed for all
R-parameters.

2. Standard deviations decrease with increasing abrasive grit size. When choosing to
measure the roughness profile, the standard deviations complement the data on the
roughness distribution on the sanded surface. A decrease in standard deviations
means a more homogeneous, smoother surface, which is more suitable for subsequent
surface treatment.

3. In most cases, the standard deviation was higher for the belt sander (especially in
the case of parameters related to the height of irregularities—amplitude parameters).
This is proof that the belt sander creates a significantly uneven surface, especially
in the direction perpendicular to the grain and with lower grit sizes. Deep, uneven
grooves caused an increase in the standard deviation for the Rz and Rt parameters at
the P40 grit size. These are also the highest values. They were probably caused by the
pulling out of wood fibers of different sizes, which caused different values between
the roughness parameters.

4. Of the R-parameters that define the height of irregularities, Rz can be considered
more accurate. Rz is measured as the sum of the largest peak height and largest pit
depth (Rp + Rv) for each of the five section lengths. Subsequently, the five values are
averaged. Compared to the Rt parameter, the parameter is less susceptible to outliers
caused by surface fuzziness or torn fibers.

5. The parameter with the lowest values of the standard deviation is Ra, which is
the arithmetic mean of the heights of the roughness profile. Table 1 shows that
this parameter has the least extreme measurement values in the measured set. It
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is therefore less affected by surface areas with significant fuzziness or torn fibers.
However, the Ra parameter itself does not define the shape of the profile and therefore
does not define the shape of the hills and dales.

Table 1. Standard deviations of parameters Ra, Rp, Rv, Rz and Rt in individual measurement
directions perpendicular to the grain and parallel to the grain (for n = 120).

Type of
Sander Grit Size M. Direction

Ra
Std. Dev.

(µm)

Rp
Std. Dev.

(µm)

Rv
Std. Dev.

(µm)

Rz
Std. Dev.

(µm)

Rt
Std. Dev.

(µm)

Eccentric Milled perpendicular 0.84 1.17 2.46 3.28 5.54
Eccentric Milled parallel 0.83 1.07 2.22 3.09 5.09
Eccentric 40 perpendicular 0.77 1.78 2.57 3.61 6.66
Eccentric 40 parallel 0.82 1.62 3.07 4.15 7.21
Eccentric 60 perpendicular 0.82 1.74 2.51 3.68 6.39
Eccentric 60 parallel 0.62 1.51 1.98 2.96 4.84
Eccentric 80 perpendicular 0.72 1.15 1.99 3.68 4.06
Eccentric 80 parallel 0.77 1.24 1.78 4.15 5.81
Eccentric 100 perpendicular 0.67 1.37 1.87 2.81 5.18
Eccentric 100 parallel 0.58 1.45 1.74 2.61 5.80
Eccentric 120 perpendicular 0.58 0.90 1.86 2.30 4.02
Eccentric 120 parallel 0.65 1.04 1.72 2.47 3.97
Eccentric 150 perpendicular 0.62 0.76 1.89 2.20 3.68
Eccentric 150 parallel 0.74 0.96 2.00 2.76 5.24

Belt Milled perpendicular 0.84 1.17 2.46 3.28 5.22
Belt Milled parallel 0.83 1.07 2.22 3.09 5.09
Belt 40 perpendicular 2.43 7.40 6.94 13.24 25.21
Belt 40 parallel 1.27 5.50 3.31 8.16 17.71
Belt 60 perpendicular 0.98 2.48 4.25 5.92 9.37
Belt 60 parallel 0.84 4.30 2.19 5.54 19.91
Belt 80 perpendicular 0.49 3.17 2.15 4.43 11.06
Belt 80 parallel 1.03 3.68 2.33 5.39 10.62
Belt 100 perpendicular 0.47 2.03 0.49 2.07 0.83
Belt 100 parallel 0.95 2.36 2.50 4.55 8.77
Belt 120 perpendicular 0.68 1.41 2.47 3.07 6.50
Belt 120 parallel 0.82 1.85 1.92 3.36 7.31
Belt 150 perpendicular 0.74 1.16 2.04 2.77 4.37
Belt 150 parallel 0.80 1.32 1.49 2.51 5.01

The data set was subsequently tested by analysis of variance (ANOVA), in which
individual conditions of the test were tested—normality (Shapiro–Wilk test), equality of
variances (Levene’s test) and independence of measurements (logical assessment). From the
results of the three-factor analysis of variance, it can be claimed that all three investigated
factors—type of sander, grit size and measurement direction—have a statistically significant
effect on the roughness parameters and their interaction (p = 0.000).

Figure 6 shows a statistically significant decrease in the values of the Ra parameter in
both measured directions and both types of sanders. The well-known theory that surface
roughness decreases significantly with increasing grit sizes was thus confirmed. The largest
decreases in surface roughness were measured in the direction perpendicular to the grain.
The reason was the gradual equalization of the difference between more sanded earlywood
and less sanded latewood.

The highest values were measured with a belt sander in the direction perpendicular
to the grain and with the P40 grit size. The value of Ra = 10.04 µm is significantly higher
than in the case of other grit sizes. For this reason, the samples were sanded again, and
the measurements were repeated. Both sets of measurements were then compared using a
dependent paired samples t-test. The average of the Ra parameter after the second sanding
was 10.32 µm, which does not represent a statistically significant difference (p = 0.215).
The other R-parameters were also evaluated, in which no significant difference was also
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demonstrated. The high value of Ra for the belt sander and grit size P40 was thus caused
by the sanding process. The rapidly higher value of the belt sander confirms the findings of
the microscopic analysis about a more uneven surface. It is therefore clear that microscopic
analysis is an essential tool in the search for the causes of surface unevenness.
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Figure 6. Average values of the Ra parameter measured in two directions and with two different
types of sanders. Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals.

Duncan’s post hoc test as well as Figure 6 further shows that there is a statistically
significant difference in the direction perpendicular to the grain between the surface
created by eccentric or belt sander. This supports the results of the microscopic analysis,
which showed that the belt sander creates large irregularities between the earlywood and
latewood. More sanded, softer, and less dense earlywood compared to harder, more dense
latewood also caused an increase in the Ra parameter. An eccentric sander with a sanding
stroke of 2 mm, on the other hand, created smaller irregularities between earlywood
and latewood at individual grain sizes. This is caused by the combination of rotary and
vibrational movement of the abrasive, where the vibrational movement smoothed the
surface better. The vibrations caused a slower and more gradual sanding of the material so
that the surface was not disturbed by pulling out the fibers. Also, the smaller abrasive did
not tear the softer earlywood to the same extent as with the belt sander. No statistically
significant differences were measured in the direction along the grain between eccentric
and belt sanders for most grit sizes (even at the lowest value of Ra = 2.69 µm for an eccentric
sander). In this anatomical direction, irregularities are mostly formed by different depths
of cellular elements or the presence of depressions after torn fibers.

More important, however, is the comparison of the difference between the two mea-
sured directions. The aim of sanding should be to level (and thus reduce roughness) the
entire surface in all directions. High roughness increases the amount of surface treatment
required per unit area and weakens bonds during bonding [2,26,27]. Sanding with a belt
sander, unless supplemented by an oscillating motion of the belt, leaves significant differ-
ences on the surface between the two anatomical directions. With an eccentric sander, the
difference between the direction perpendicular to the grain and the direction parallel to
the grain is smaller. The reason is the rotational movement of the abrasive, where during
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one revolution, the abrasive acts in both anatomical directions with the same force. From
Figure 6, it follows that the surface is more homogeneous in both directions.

Part of the aim of the paper was also to verify the claim that the sanded surface has
comparable [18] or higher surface irregularities than the surface after milling [23]. From the
graph, it can be observed that the surface roughness first increased with lower grit sizes,
and with higher grit sizes, it started to decrease again. In the case of sanding with a belt
sander in the direction perpendicular to the grain, the roughness is lower only at the P120
grit size and in the direction along the grain at the P80 grit size. With an eccentric sander,
the roughness in the direction perpendicular to the grain is already lower at the P60 grit
size and in the direction parallel to the grain at the P100 grit size (comparable Ra values at
the P100 grit size also result from Aslan et al. [23]). A higher quality surface after milling on
a thicknessing milling machine can therefore be achieved more quickly using an eccentric
sander. In the direction perpendicular to the grain, the resulting roughness at P150 was
lower by 37.7% for the eccentric sander and 18.2% for the belt sander compared to the
milled surface. In the direction parallel to the grain, the roughness was lower by 19.9%
with the eccentric sander and 16.4% with the belt sander compared to the milled surface.

The Ra parameter is the most measured R-parameter of roughness. A significant
number of authors in the field of woodworking use it as an indicator of surface irregularities
changes under the influence of external factors. However, the parameter itself does not
express the shape of the profile trace. For this reason, several profile traces with different
shapes can have the same Ra value. That is why many authors decided to pay attention to
other parameters based on the highest points of profile hills (Rp) and the lowest points of
profile dales (Rv) [18,23,28,29].

In Figure 7, it is possible to observe the values of the parameter Rp, which most often
represents places with protruding wood fibers (fuzziness). They are created by scraping
the surface with abrasives, which, especially with a belt sander, may not always lead
to a complete separation of the wood fibers from the surface. These places then occur
during measurements as increased values of the parameter Rp. The graph shows that the
eccentric sander separated the sanded fibers better, which led to a significant decrease in Rp
values. At the same time, it is possible to state that the hills of the surface are statistically
significantly smaller than after sanding with a belt sander, especially in the direction
perpendicular to the grain. As a result, the quality of the surface treatment will also be
improved, which will not cause the protruded fibers after wetting. This will reduce the
time required for sanding between coats and increase the final smoothness of the surface.

By comparing Figures 7 and 8, it is possible to notice that the values of Rv are higher
than the values of the parameter Rp in all measured cases. Thus, it is possible to claim
that the sanded surface is characterized by predominant dales of the profile. Therefore, the
grooves created by the abrasive are larger than the protruding fibers and will have a more
fundamental effect on the overall quality of the surface. Simultaneously, this phenomenon
could also be defined using other R-parameters, such as Rsk (skewness), which will be
the subject of future research. Negative skewness values characterize a surface with deep
grooves or cracks, which are caused by pulling out wood fibers [30–32]. On the contrary,
positive Rsk values are defined by a surface with many profile hills—fibers that protrude
from the surface [30].

From Figure 8, it is possible to notice that the Rv parameter has a similar decreasing
trend as the Ra parameter. In both directions and with both sanders, the values decrease
with increasing abrasive grit size. In the field of woodworking, the cause of Rv is most
often explained by surface damage due to fiber tearing. In the case of sanding, these are
most often deep grooves where the wood fibers have been scraped with abrasives [13].
These places are very well recognizable in Figure 5. Another cause may be the presence of
deeper pores on the surface [13] or excessively sanded soft earlywood. The highest values
were measured at the P40 grit size, where they were higher than the Rv values for the
milled surface. In this case, the abrasive disturbed the surface to a greater extent than the
thicknessing milling machine. A sharp increase in Rv in the direction perpendicular to the
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grain in the belt sander caused rapid sanding of the earlywood zone. The formed grooves
could be observed with the naked eye as well as by microscopic analysis (Figures 4 and 5).
At higher grit sizes, abrasives of smaller diameter smooth the surface more, which caused
a gradual decrease in Rv values in all measured combinations. The peculiarity in this case
remains that lower Rv values were measured for beech wood than those reported by Gurau
et al. [13]. However, differences could arise due to the density of the measured samples,
the type of sanding technology or the type of the abrasive.
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Figure 7. Average values of the Rp parameter measured in two directions and with two different
types of sanders. Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals.

Duncan’s post hoc test shows a statistically significant difference in Rv between the
used sanders in the direction perpendicular to the grain. In the direction along the grain, a
statistically significant change was measured for the P40, P60, P80 and P100 grit sizes. With
both sanders, the sanding abrasive particles are the same size, but with the eccentric sander,
the vibration movement smoothed the surface more. This was demonstrated especially in
the direction perpendicular to the grain, where there were no large irregularities between
earlywood and latewood. From the measurements in Figure 8, it follows that the eccentric
sander with its combined movement creates less deep scratched areas and creates a better
surface quality.

The parameter Rz (maximum height) is a suitable supplement for the parameter Ra,
as it defines the heights of individual irregularities. In Figure 9, it is possible to observe the
gradual smoothing of the profile from the P40 grit size to the P150 grit size. Rz defines the
gradual removal of protruding fibers from the surface and at the same time the reduction
in deep grooves that were created on the surface by the action of the abrasive. In the
direction perpendicular to the grain, the parameter is also an indicator of reducing the
differences between earlywood and latewood. While in the direction along the grain, no
statistical significance was demonstrated between the quality of the surface created by
the eccentric and the belt sander, in the direction perpendicular to the grain, the eccentric
sander created a better surface. In this case, the height of the irregularity changed more
gently with increasing grit size than in the case of the belt sander. The sudden changes in
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the height of the irregularities with the belt sander could be caused by the gradual sanding
away of unseparated protruding fibers. When compared to the milled surface, it can be
said that the spiral cutter head of the thicknessing milling machine cut the fibers and did
not cause significant tearing. However, with the P40 grit size, the belt sander damaged
the surface and left many protruding fibers on the surface. This can also be supported by
microscopic analysis (Figures 4 and 5).
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Figure 8. Average values of the Rv parameter measured in two directions and with two different
types of sanders. Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals.

An alternative parameter to Rz is also Rt. In Figure 10, it is possible to claim that the
Rt values are significantly higher than the Rz values, especially at lower grit sizes. This is
evidence that on the same profile trace, Rt is more prone to extremely protruding fibers or
microscopic gaps (dales) after torn fibers. With a more damaged surface, the values are very
distorted, which can also be observed on the vertical bars, denoting the 0.95 confidence
intervals. Likewise, the standard deviation in Table 1 is evidence that the values of Rt
at lower grit sizes are very different and are not suitable for describing a significantly
heterogeneous sanded surface.

3.4. Regression Model of the Development of R-Parameters Depending on the Grit Size of
the Abrasive

As part of the investigation of the irregularities created by the sanding process, re-
gression models were created for individual R-parameters. Each linear regression model
included a regression equation and a coefficient of determination (R2) to verify the mea-
sure of model quality. By measuring, it was found that due to the high variability of the
measured values in the direction along the grain, it is not possible to predict the values of
the dependent variable. Therefore, only the measurement direction perpendicular to the
grain was taken for the further creation of regression models.
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Figure 9. Average values of the Rz parameter measured in two directions and with two different
types of sanders. Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals.
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Figure 10. Average values of the Rt parameter measured in two directions and with two different
types of sanders. Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals.

Of the measured parameters, the highest value of the coefficient of determination was
found for the Rv parameter. From the point of view of surface roughness, this parameter
mainly describes grooves created by abrasives. As can be seen from the graphs of Rp and
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Rv measurements, the most significant irregularity during sanding is created by these
grooves. To a lesser extent, these are peaks on the surface of the wood formed mainly by
unseparated fibers (the so-called fuzziness of the surface), which is represented by the Rp
parameter. When predicting the state of the surface after sanding with different grit sizes,
it is therefore most logical to describe the surface with the parameter Rv. That is also why
the next creation of regression models was focused on Rv.

The linear regression model for the belt sander can be described by equation y = 32.86
− 0.16. . .x (x represents the grit size of the abrasive sanding belt). The linear regression
model for the eccentric sander can be described by equation y = 18.08 − 0.07. . .x (x rep-
resents the grit size of the abrasive sanding disc). However, the regression models for
sanding beech wood with an eccentric and a belt sander show a relatively low-quality rate
(for the eccentric sander, R2 = 62.88% and for the belt sander, R2 = 65.94%). It follows from
the models that this phenomenon is mainly caused by the high variability of the measured
values for all grit sizes. The authors of the paper found that the creation of both models is
strongly influenced by outliers, which are caused mainly by local dales after torn fibers.
Even if a regression equation was determined from the models, this brings only a partial
knowledge of the development of surface irregularities during the sanding process and
is not sufficient for a clear prediction of the values of the dependent variable. Therefore,
it is necessary to deal with the outliers of measurement for future research. A suitable
way could be to use the parameter Rk. The latter is considered a parameter describing the
roughness created only by the machining process (without the influence of the anatomical
structure of the wood), and which isolates significant dales of deep pores or places after
torn fibers (Rvk) as well as hills of the profile caused by protruding fibers (Rpk) [33–35]. The
parameter itself shows less variability of the measured values and thus a smaller standard
deviation and may be suitable for the creation of future regression models.

4. Conclusions

The three-factor analysis of variances showed a statistically significant influence of
the abrasive grit size, the type of sander and the measurement direction on individual
roughness parameters. Roughness parameters of surfaces created by eccentric and belt
sanders were compared to each other, and the following conclusions can be drawn from
the results:

– In all measured cases, there was a gradual decrease in the values of R-parameters with
the increasing grit size of the abrasive for both types of sanders.

– The eccentric sander created a smoother (higher quality) sanded surface in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the grain. The difference in individual grit sizes in this direction
was statistically significant. In the direction parallel to the grain, a statistically signifi-
cant difference was not measured.

– Eccentric rotation as a combination of rotational and vibrational movement of the
abrasive had a significant effect on the sanded surface. Lower Rp values were mea-
sured due to the separation of protruding fibers by the vibratory motion of the sander.
The sanding stroke of 2 mm did not create such deep grooves on the surface at lower
grit sizes than the belt sander. This significantly reduced the values of the Rv param-
eter. The lower Rz values with the eccentric sander in the direction perpendicular
to the grain proved that the eccentric rotation better smoothed out the differences
between more sanded earlywood and less sanded latewood. The impact was again
the vibrational component of the eccentric rotation.

– An eccentric sander is more suitable for creating a high-quality final surface before
surface treatment. Compared to the belt sander, it smoothed the surface in both
directions to approximately the same R-parameter values. This is evidence of the
creation of a more homogeneous, smoother surface over the entire area, which is
desirable in surface treatment.

From the performed microscopic analysis of problematic surfaces sanded with the P40
grit size, the following can be stated:
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– The sanded surface is characterized by unevenness in the form of created deeper
grooves, protruding non-separated fibers, height differences between more sanded
earlywood and less sanded latewood.

– Sanding as a type of woodworking leaves kinematic traces (scratches) on the surface
after the action of sharp abrasive particles on the softer wood surface. The rate of
occurrence and size of kinematic traces is determined by the sanding technology.

– The eccentric sander created a kinematic trace on the surface. However, it was signif-
icantly smaller than in the case of the belt sander. In the case of the belt sander, the
mark was even visible to the naked eye.

A comparison of the roughness of the milled and sanded beech wood surface shows
the following:

– The roughness of the sanded surface was higher than the roughness of the milled
surface especially with lower grit sizes. This surface showed higher values of Rv
(grooves along the grain), Rp (protruding fibers) and thus also Rz in the direction
parallel to the grain.

– The roughness of the sanded surface was lower than the roughness of the milled
surface at higher grit sizes. In the case of sanding with a belt sander in the direction
perpendicular to the grain, the roughness is lower only at the P120 grit size and in
the direction parallel to the grain at the P80 grit size. With an eccentric sander, the
roughness in the direction perpendicular to the grain is already lower at the P60 grit
size and in the direction parallel to the grain at the P100 grit size.

– With an eccentric sander, it was possible to achieve better surface quality faster after
milling. In the direction perpendicular to the grain, the resulting roughness at the P150
was lower by 37.7% for the eccentric sander and 18.2% for the belt sander compared
to the milled surface. In the direction parallel to the grain, the roughness was lower
by 19.9% with the eccentric sander and 16.4% with the belt sander compared to the
milled surface.

For the overall evaluation of the roughness of the sanded surface using the optical
method, the following follows from the paper:

– Ra alone is not a sufficient parameter to characterize the roughness profile. Adding
other parameters that characterize the height of irregularity is beneficial for research.
Suitable parameters are Rp, Rv and Rz.

– The Rt parameter did not prove itself especially for lower grit sizes, where the val-
ues between individual measurements were significantly different (higher standard
deviation). The difference was caused by deep grooves and protruding fibers.

– For future research, it may be beneficial to include other roughness parameters: for
example, Rsk, Rku or Rsm.

– Regression models describing the parameters Ra, Rp, Rv, Rz and Rt show a low value
of the coefficient of determination, while the models for the Rv parameter reached
the highest values. A suitable parameter used to predict the development of surface
roughness could be the parameter Rk.
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